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1. After being _______by the police for two days, Johnson signed a confession. 
 (A) witnessed (B) grilled (C) probated (D) incited 
2. The police are trying to______ out the genuine warnings from all the hoax calls they have received. 
 (A) sift (B) confine (C) break (D) ring 
3. The blood-stained knife was found near the body, which means it is_____ the murder weapon. 
 (A) ludicrously (B) incredibly (C) presumably (D) superficially 
4. If we get news and information_____ from a particular TV channel, our worldviews can be biased. 
 (A) maliciously (B) exclusively (C) impartially (D) beneficially 
5. The prosecutor’s allegation against the suspect is invalid because it is largely based on______ evidence. 
 (A) circular (B) circumstantial (C) authentic (D) global 
6. Just as a passport represents national_______—it is one of the defining categories of a claim to statehood—so 

harmonizing passports is a sign of cooperation. 
 (A) authority (B) sovereignty (C) property (D) facility 
7. The undercover policeman ______that he saw the politician accept a bribe. 
 (A) attached (B) alleged (C) incited (D) disclaimed 
8. A vessel was stopped by the R.O.C. Coast Guard over the Taiwan Strait due to the reliable information that there 

was 50_________ on it. 
 (A) contamination (B) contraband (C) radiation (D) promotion 
9. Australia police trying to _____the supporters of Novak Djokovic let the car pass at some point appeared to douse 

people with pepper spray.  
 (A) dispatch (B) dismiss (C) distinguish (D) disperse 
10. Three fishing vessels have been detained by the R.O.C. Coast Guard as they were suspected of________ in our 

territorial waters and conducting illegal fishing. 
 (A) inspecting (B) laundering (C) discharging (D) trespassing 
11. Ukrainians are risking their lives by forming a volunteer _____force to help their country repel the Russian 

invasion.   
 (A) weeder (B) depilator (C) drone (D) pacemaker 
12. Two Chinese fighter aircraft carried out an “unsafe”______ of a United States reconnaissance aircraft in 

international airspace over the South China Sea. 
 (A) combat (B) expedition (C) intercept (D) mission 
13. The______ sale of drugs has become a menace in big Taiwan cities. 
 (A) illicit (B) illusive (C) illustrative (D) incriminatory 
14. There is a lot of controversy surrounding the _______of stem cells in Taiwan. 
 (A) mediating (B) harvesting (C) eradicating (D) delivering 
15. In order to____ the hostage crisis, police and special forces were called in. 
 (A) encode (B) pluck (C) remedy (D) undertake 
16. The central regulations and codes in Taiwan typically used in______ with other local rules to address risks from 

inadequate maintenance of fire systems in buildings. 
 (A) comparison (B) compliance (C) conjunction (D) consideration 
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17. After the terror attack, the police _____ people to watch out for and report suspicious movements or behaviors. 
 (A) urge (B) usher (C) unite (D) uniform 
18. The strong typhoon made____ on Monday evening, leading to flooding that caused a number of fatalities, 

including dozens of injuries. 
 (A) landform (B) landfall (C) landmass (D) landfill 
19. Despite the police set up roadblocks, the thieves were able to____ with the loot. 
 (A) conceal (B) penetrate (C) abscond (D) vault 
20. It is difficult to conclude how modern people can_____ a balance between security and individual privacy. 
 (A) claim (B) demand (C) strike (D) apply 
21. The boat_____ on the rough sea due to the bad weather. 
 (A) fluctuated (B) mutated (C) transmuted  (D) transposed 
22. When a maritime accident occurs, Taiwan Coast Guard promptly activates rescue efforts to prevent ____ of the 

situation. 
 (A) deterioration (B) deficiency (C) distraction (D) delusion 
23. The driving ___ for water movement can change with environmental conditions and with location in the planet. 
 (A) formula (B) force (C) fellow (D) fleet 
24. The police officer showed us pictures of drunk driving accidents to highlight the importance of staying_____ on 

the road. 
 (A) majestic (B) sober (C) vigorous (D) noticeable 
25. In Taiwan it is_____ for male citizens to do the military service. For many people it is a symbol of growing up. 
 (A) compulsory (B) subject (C) compensative (D) reluctant 
26. The police cordoned _____the whole area because of a suspected bomb. 
 (A) of (B) off (C) for (D) at 
27. Be aware of possible tsunamis if you live in coastal areas. These are also called as___ sea waves. 
 (A) water (B) beach (C) seismic (D) tremor 
28. If you are trapped under the debris following an earthquake, shouting can cause you to____ dangerous amounts of 

dust. 
 (A) grab (B) inhale (C) exhale (D) emit 
29. The fatal car accident _____ the lives of four young men, all just in their early twenties. 
 (A) bleached (B) claimed (C) fatigued (D) startled 
30. In England, a number of major court cases, including two murder trials and a Troubles shooting case, have been 

________due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 
 (A) distracted (B) alibied (C) compensated (D) adjourned 
31. Russia's invasion of Ukraine has sparked fears of gas shortages and price hikes in Taiwan. Motorist are ______ 

over the latest petrol shortages. 
 (A) fuming (B) pulling (C) taking (D) looking 
32. If proved to be doing illegal activities such as smuggling and______, the vessel could be detained in port and the 

crew subject to interrogation/prosecution by the local authorities. 
 (A) stowaway (B) breakaway (C) throwaway (D) driveaway 
33. United States President Joe Biden has announced new _______against Russia, vowing to impose a “severe cost” 

on the country for its invasion of Ukraine. 
 (A) transactions (B) sanctions (C) sentences (D) sanctuaries 
34. Upon arriving in Taiwan, migrant workers not only face long hours, language barriers, and harsh working 

conditions in certain industries, but are also subject to _________attitudes from some segments of a largely 
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homogeneous Taiwanese society. 
 (A) sheer (B) positive (C) discriminatory (D) diplomatic 
35. They were arrested for____ of the company’s funds. 
 (A) embezzlement (B) arson (C) larceny (D) perjury 
36-40 
(36) by the French writer Maurice Leblanc in 1905. Arsène Lupin is an elite member of the gang of delightful 
rogues (37) as gentleman thieves. Like Thomas Crown, Danny Ocean, Simon Templar and (to include a 
gentlewoman ) Selina Kyle, Lupin is elegant and efficient. He prefers disguise and persuasion to (38) and is so 
(39) that his victims almost thank him for the honor of (40). 
36. (A) Create (B) Creating (C) Created (D) Creative 
37. (A) know (B) knowing (C) known (D) knows 
38. (A) violence (B) violent (C) violate (D) violently  
39. (A) dash (B) dashed (C) dashing (D) dashes  
40. (A) robbed (B) being robbed (C) robbing (D) being robbing 
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